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90

%

of IT business leaders say legacy
systems hold them back from
harnessing the digital technologies
they need to grow and become
more efficient.¹

30

%

say these systems are
a barrier to successful project
implementation and hinder
digital transformation.²

3 reasons why businesses get stuck
with legacy technologies

“Organizational buy-in remains
a top challenge for those
leading digital transformation.
The companies we studied
report digital transformation
is still often perceived as a cost.”

“Replacement may require
several years given the
complexity of the system.”

“The biggest challenge is
to integrate new tools into
existing legacy technologies
rather than having to start
over with a completely
new platform.”

—David Fronckowiak,
Pace University⁴

—Vala Afshar, ZDNet³

—Forbes⁵

How the OpenText Embrace &
Replace Program can break you free
from legacy technologies
Accelerate digital transformation
with a low-risk path to the cloud.
OpenText’s Embrace & Replace Program allows organizations to:

Extricate integration operations.

Minimize disruption and risk.

Maximize value.

Enable a modern, future-proof,
cloud-based solution.

Benefits
Migrate to a modern, future-proof cloud platform.

Complete transition in reasonable timeframes.

Achieve a seamless transition with minimal
risk and disruption.

Get compelling value and predictable costs.

Leverage data experts and best practices.

A two-pronged approach
Embrace

Untangle integration operations from deeply
embedded on-premises or in-network
integration and middleware environments:

Replace

Replace integration operations
with our advanced, award-winning
OpenText™ Business Network:

Leverage OpenText™ Managed Services

Gradually move to the Business Network Cloud

Reduce overhead

Migrate all data operations

Extend existing investments

opentext.com
twitter.com/opentext
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